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From the acclaimed author of Younger and Babes in Captivity, a funny and moving novel about
friendship, fame, and the fight for one suburb's future!

Greetings from New Jersey

Stella Powers is an A-list movie star who has just landed an Oscar-worthy role and a hot new rock-star
husband when her mother's death brings her world tumbling down. Floundering as her life becomes one
tabloid horror after another, Stella finds herself stuck in the New Jersey suburb she fled twenty years ago.
But Homewood is no longer the sleepy town she remembers: housing prices are skyrocketing and glitzy new
stores -- and people -- are moving in. To Stella and her young daughter, this is good news.

Wish you weren't here.

The bad news: Stella's childhood best friend, Mary Jean, who married Stella's old boyfriend and raised four
kids in Homewood, can no longer afford to live there. Mary Jean is determined to wrest back the town but
needs Stella on her side. The stakes for both women are high, but how can these old friends reconnect after
so much time has passed? Or more importantly, how can they not?
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From reader reviews:

Nicholas Hess:

Book is written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can learn everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important thing to bring us around the world.
Beside that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve Suburbanistas will make you to be
smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you
think that will open or reading a book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they could be thought
like that? Have you in search of best book or suited book with you?

Douglas Gibson:

This Suburbanistas book is simply not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The
benefit you receive by reading this book is definitely information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will
get data which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This specific
Suburbanistas without we understand teach the one who reading it become critical in imagining and
analyzing. Don't always be worry Suburbanistas can bring once you are and not make your case space or
bookshelves' turn into full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even cell phone. This
Suburbanistas having very good arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not truly feel
uninterested in reading.

Theresa Diaz:

The ability that you get from Suburbanistas is the more deep you rooting the information that hide inside the
words the more you get interested in reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know but
Suburbanistas giving you thrill feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in particular way that
can be understood simply by anyone who read this because the author of this reserve is well-known enough.
This kind of book also makes your vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to understand then can go
with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this kind of
Suburbanistas instantly.

Jackie Peters:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the extra time or they will get lots of
stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely indeed. People
is human not just a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are there when the spare time coming
to you of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading books. It can be your
alternative in spending your spare time, the particular book you have read is usually Suburbanistas.
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